Shared and specific functional connectivity alterations in unmedicated bipolar and major depressive disorders based on the triple-network model.
Bipolar disorder (BD) is frequently misdiagnosed as major depressive disorder (MDD) in clinical practice, especially during depressive episodes. A unifying triple-network model, involving the default mode network (DMN), central executive network (CEN) and salience network (SN), has been proposed to explain the neural physiopathology of psychiatric and neurological disorders. Although several studies revealed shared and specific alterations between BD and MDD in key regions of DMN, CEN, and SN, and a few studies used different measures to detect detailed alterations in the triple networks in BD and MDD, their shared and specific patterns of altered functional connectivity (FC) in the triple networks has remained unclear. In this study, we acquired resting-state fMRI (R-fMRI) data from 38 unmedicated BD and 35 unmedicated MDD patients during depressive episodes along with 47 healthy controls. We first determined the spatially independent components of the DMN, SN, and CEN by using independent component analysis (ICA); then we estimated the inter-ROI and inter-network FC for each group. By comparing the differences between the three groups, we obtained the following results: (1) both the BD and MDD patients showed shared weaker intra-network FC in the left mPFC and right precuneus within the DMN as well as weaker inter-ROI FC between the left AI and right AI compared with the healthy controls; (2) the BD had weaker while the MDD had stronger intra-network FC in the right dlPFC within the rCEN as well as stronger inter-ROI FC between the right dlPFC and right ANG compared with the healthy controls; (3) the BD showed specific, stronger inter-ROI FC between the left PPC and right AI as well as stronger inter-network FC between the lCEN and SN compared with either the MDD or the control group. Our findings provide new information for understanding the neural physiopathology and clinical symptoms of depressed BD and MDD patients.